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This paper deals with the continuous chemical vapor deposition of silicon in a horizo
cold wall reactor, paying special attention to a moving susceptor. A two-dimensi
numerical model, which accounts for variable properties, thermal diffusion, radiative
exchange among surfaces, and conjugate heat transfer between the gas and susce
developed and validated. Scale analysis for the susceptor energy balance enabl
identification of the characteristic parameters and the prediction of their qualitative
fects before carrying out a detailed analysis. The results from the scale analysis are
to be consistent with the numerical predictions. The results show that the present co
ous system is characterized by two newly defined parameters: conductance rati
susceptor parameter. A pair of performance curves that relate the deposition efficien
each parameter successfully provide the susceptor-related design conditions. It is
revealed that there exists an optimum length of heating zone that maximizes the dep
efficiency. @DOI: 10.1115/1.1482084#
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Introduction
Chemical vapor deposition~CVD! is an important method for

manufacturing thin films. Since thin films prepared by CVD ha
many attractive features, such as large area coverage, good co
of film structure and composition, and conformal deposition,
technology is being employed in a variety of areas. Enginee
applications include the fabrication of microelectronic circui
wear- and corrosion-resistant coatings, recording media, s
cells, and optical devices. In view of ever increasing demands
the deposition performance, one of the most important issue
the future CVD technology is the productivity. The requirement
higher throughputs necessitates new or refined designs in C
systems.

From the viewpoint of processing, most of the previous stud
on CVD have dealt with batch systems, where a limited numbe
substrates or wafers placed on a stationary or rotating susce
are processed at one time. A number of existing reactors that
evolved to meet the requirements, especially deposition un
mity, arising from various applications belong to the same c
egory. Research efforts for modeling transport phenomena oc
ring in these reactors and chemical reactions involved
deposition processes have been reviewed by Jensen et al@1#,
Kleijn @2#, and Mahajan@3#. The productivity of batch processin
is essentially limited by downtime associated with product lo
ing, reactor startup, and shutdown.

One of the ways to improve production throughput in CV
systems is to adopt continuous processing. The feasibility
utility of continuous processing have been exploited in a num
of industrial applications. Yamaji et al.@4# reported that their con-
tinuous CVD siliconizing line succeeded in the manufacture o
silicon-coated steel sheet. Stevenson and Matthews@5# suggested
design criteria for continuous processing of a plasma-assi
physical vapor deposition~PVD! equipment through cost analysi
Onabe et al.@6# prepared superconducting tapes using a conti
ous CVD technique. In addition, continuous CVD processing
been actively applied to coatings of glass@7# and fiber@8,9#. These
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works have addressed experimental conditions, film proper
conceptual designs, or equipment development, but have la
detailed descriptions of processes and transport phenomena o
ring in the reactor, that are needed for appropriate understan
and modeling of continuous systems.

Recently, Chiu and Jaluria@10,11# have proposed two types o
continuous CVD systems based on a horizontal reactor, mod
deposition processes, and assessed their feasibility as alterna
to batch processing. One of these systems, where a finite thick
susceptor moves along the reactor bottom wall in a straight ch
nel horizontal reactor@11#, is somewhat simpler and more flexible
Such a layout allows for uninterrupted operation, precluding
concern with downtime. Moreover, film uniformity is not of pr
mary concern since the susceptor moving at a constant sp
under steady state, experiences the same amount of depo
over the entire reactor length. This system resembles practic
used injector-based atmospheric CVD reactor@12,13# in that they
commonly adopt a moving susceptor, on which wafers are c
tinuously and compactly placed, to achieve uniform deposit
and high throughput. Although some basic aspects have alre
been presented, the continuous system needs to be revisite
better understanding of its nature and for obtaining the per
mance characteristics applicable to design. In addition, the eff
of conjugate heat transfer and susceptor motion need to be q
tified.

Motivated by such necessity, the present study considers
same continuous system as the previous work@11#. The prospect
of its adoption in the practical process seems to be encoura
since it is simpler in layout than the injector-based reactor m
tioned earlier. We investigate transport phenomena and chem
reactions accompanying the deposition process while paying
cial attention to the moving susceptor. The numerical model
compasses variable properties, thermal diffusion, radiative
change among surfaces, and conjugate heat transfer betwee
gas phase and moving solid susceptor. A useful feature of
work lies in the use of scale analysis, as complementary to
numerical simulation, in identifying the characteristic paramet
and analyzing the predicted results. In order to represent the
formance of continuous CVD processing, a deposition efficien
is defined and interpreted. The characteristics and importanc
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newly defined parameters, as well as of performance curves
pressed as a function of these parameters, are discussed in d
The optimization of the process in terms of the heat supplied
the system is also addressed.

Analysis

Physical System. The continuous CVD system dealt with i
this study is depicted in Fig. 1. It is a horizontal reactor, where
finite thickness susceptor is allowed to move along the bott
wall. The moving finite thickness susceptor models the combi
tion of wafers~or substrates! and a thin conveyor belt carrying
compactly placed wafers on it. Continuous deposition process
is made possible by such susceptor motion. Silicon deposi
from silane~SiH4) diluted in hydrogen~H2) carrier gas is chosen
not only because there have been extensive studies on its che
try @2,3,14–16#, but also because experimental data for mod
validation are readily available@17#.

Gases flow in and out of the reactor at the atmospheric pres
P0. Note here that continuously moving susceptors are part
larly suited for atmospheric reactors due to easier sealing@12,13#.
The susceptor moves at a constant speedus in the direction of
bulk gas flow. The bottom wall consists of three zones: entran
heating, and outlet, the first and last of which are thermally in
lated. A uniform heat flux is supplied to the susceptor through
heating zone, enabling silane to react and deposit silicon onto
surface. The upper reactor wall is composed of silica and mir
like coating on the outer surface, being radiatively opaque.
order to prevent unwanted deposition, the upper wall is wa
cooled to the ambient temperature. Due to conduction and h
conveyed by the susceptor motion, chemical vapor deposition
take place all along the reactor length, which makes the lengt
heating zone an important variable. For a given total heat input
an example, changes in the length of the heating zone give ris
different temperature profiles, thereby altering the overall grow
rates.

The present study focuses primarily on the moving suscep
All operating conditions and geometric factors, except those
evant to the susceptor, are fixed at typical values@11,17,18#. The
reactor channel is taken as 0.02 m high by 0.7 m long (H3L).
Gas enters the reactor at the average velocity (uavg) of 0.175 m/s
underP051 atm andT05300 K. The cold wall temperature (T0)
is also set at 300 K. The partial pressure of silane (PSiH4

) at the
inlet is taken as 124.1 Pa, from which the inlet mass fractionv0 is
calculated. A total heat input (Qt) of 30 kW is chosen so that the
susceptor surface temperature attains the experimental condi
in the presence of radiation heat exchange@17#. Finally, the
lengths of entrance (Le) and heating zones (Lh) are taken as 0.1
and 0.3 m, respectively, unless specified otherwise.

Mathematical Model. In horizontal CVD reactors two-
dimensional modeling is valid if the channel width-to-height~as-
pect! ratio is large and forced convection is dominant@19#. For the
system under consideration, buoyancy effects were earlier sh
to be negligible.@11# Assuming that the present reactor is wid

Fig. 1 Schematic of the present continuous chemical vapor
deposition system
Journal of Heat Transfer
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enough, we can employ a two-dimensional model. In describ
two-dimensional steady-state transport phenomena occurrin
the reactor, some commonly accepted assumptions have bee
troduced@1–3,14#. The flow is taken as laminar with negligibl
viscous dissipation effects. Note that the present operating co
tions correspond to the Reynolds number of 32 when based on
inlet conditions and channel height. The gases are regarde
ideal and non-participating for thermal radiation. Since silane
highly diluted in a single carrier gas, the dilute mixture appro
mation can be invoked. It is a known fact that variable prope
and Soret effects are important in cold wall horizontal CVD rea
tors @18#. Despite its negligible effect, the buoyancy term is r
tained for the completeness of modeling.

In order to place the main focus on thermal characteristics
sociated with the susceptor motion, a simple, lumped overall
face reaction is adopted, precluding complicated gas phase r
tions. Although many studies aimed at developing CVD chemis
models for silicon deposition from silane-hydrogen have been
ried out, there is no established model that is commonly acce
in this area and many uncertainties are involved in using the
ferent models@14,18#. In conjunction with the present suscept
arrangement, two additional issues need to be considered. O
that radiative loss from the susceptor surface is expected to
dominant heat transport mode when a prescribed heat flux is
posed from the bottom. The other is that conjugate heat excha
between the susceptor and gas phase may affect the surface
perature at which chemical reaction takes place. For a proper
diction of deposition processes, both of these should be inco
rated in the model.

Owing to the dilute mixture approach, the governing equatio
and boundary conditions are substantially simplified. A sin
concentration equation is enough to describe mass transfer
cause silane is the only gas species involved in the reaction. S
general versions of the formulation are available elsewh
@1–3,14#, specific equations applicable to the present system
listed in the following:

]~ru!

]x
1

]~rv !

]y
50 (1)

]~ruf!

]x
1

]~rvf!

]y
5

]

]x S G
]f

]x D1
]

]y S G
]f

]y D1Sf (2)

where the general dependent variablef, diffusion coefficientG,
and source termsSf are defined as

f5u,v,T, and v (3)

G5m,m,k/cp , and rD (4)

Su52
]P

]x
1

]

]x S m
]u

]xD1
]

]y S m
]v
]xD2

2

3

]

]x FmS ]u

]x
1

]v
]y D G

(5)

Sv52
]P

]y
1

]

]x S m
]u

]yD1
]

]y S m
]v
]y D

2
2

3

]

]y FmS ]u

]x
1

]v
]y D G2rg (6)

ST5
k

cp
2 S ]T

]x

]cp

]x
1

]T

]y

]cp

]y D1Sr (7)

Sv5
]

]x S DT
] ln T

]x D1
]

]y S DT
] ln T

]y D (8)

While the flow and mass transfer equations are solved in
gas phase only (Hs<y<Hs1H), the energy equation applies t
the combined susceptor-gas region (0<y<Hs1H) to incorporate
conjugate heat transfer. The boundary conditions are specifie
as to cope with such situations. At the inlet, the flow is assume
OCTOBER 2002, Vol. 124 Õ 939
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be fully developed, giving rise to a parabolic profile. The susc
tor as well as the gas enter the reactor at the ambient tempera
The flow, temperature, and concentration are regarded as
developed at the exit, so that zero gradient conditions are app
there. At the susceptor surface, the gas obeys the dilute mix
approximation, and a species balance on silane yields the m
transfer boundary condition. The upper wall is kept cold, and
regarded as impermeable. Those conditions are expressed a
lows:

u5~6uavg23us!~ ỹ2 ỹ2!1us~12 ỹ!; v50; T5T0 ;

v5v0 at x50 (9)

]u

]x
50; v50;

]T

]x
50;

]v

]x
50 at x5L (10)

u5us ; v50; rD
]v

]y
1DT

] ln T

]y
5MSiH4

R at y5Hs

(11a)

2ks

]T

]y
5qw in Le,x,Le1Lh

and
]T

]y
50 elsewhere aty50 (11b)

u50; v50; T5T0 ; rD
]v

]y
1DT

] lnT

]y
50 at u5Hs1H

(12)

whereỹ5(y2Hs)/H andqw5Qt /Lh .
Although several sophisticated models for radiation heat tra

fer in a horizontal CVD reactor have been proposed, e.g.,@20,21#,
a fairly simple one that retains only the basic feature is emplo
here. Assuming that the inlet and outlet openings are black
faces at the ambient temperature, the reactor can be treated
enclosure. The susceptor surface needs to be subdivided due
nonuniform temperature, whereas each of the other isothe
surfaces is taken as a single area element. LetN be the number of
subdivisions in thex-direction, thenN13 surface elements const
tute the enclosure. Since the gases are nonparticipating, the
radiation method@22# for an enclosure can be used to obtain t
net radiative loss from each surface, for which both the up
reactor wall and the susceptor surface are assumed to be op
and gray. The energy balance for surfacen in terms of radiosity is

qo,n1
12«n

«n
(
j 51

N13

Fn2 j~qo,n2qo, j !5sTn
4 (13)

Once the radiosityqo,n is known, the net radiative lossqr ,n is
calculated by

qr ,n5
12«n

«n
~sTn

42qo,n! (14)

This loss is incorporated into the energy equation via the sou
term asSr52qr3~radiating area/volume! in every susceptor sub
division located along the surface. Of course,Sr50 elsewhere.

Deposition Model. In the present system, there are lar
temperature variations along the susceptor surface due to un
heating, motion, and inlet conditions. This means that the dep
tion process cannot be simply treated as diffusion-controlled.
though gas phase reactions were excluded, the silane conce
tion can be influenced by the surface boundary conditions. In v
of these factors, it is necessary to adopt an overall surface rea
that depends on the reactant concentration as well as the su
temperature. The mechanism proposed by Claasen et al.@15# and
refined later@16# seems to meet the need. Then, the reaction ra
expressed as
940 Õ Vol. 124, OCTOBER 2002
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R5
rPSiH4

11A1PH2
1A2PSiH4

@mol2Si/m2s# (15)

where the rate constant is

r 51.253109e218500/T@mol2Si/atm m2s# (16)

In most of stationary reactors, the deposition characteris
have been represented by the local film growth rate

G5~MSi /rSi!R (17)

This quantity needs to be modified to characterize the per
mance in continuous processing. A dimensionless average gro
rate defined as

h5
rSiḠL

r0uavgv0H~MSi /MSiH4
!

(18)

can take the place ofG. This parameter indicates the ratio of th
total deposition rate of silicon along the susceptor to the sup
rate at the inlet. From its physical meaning,h can be termed
deposition efficiency. The species conservation of silicon~or si-
lane! allows us to evaluate it alternatively as@17,23#.

h512
*Hs

Hs1H
ruvux5Ldy

r0uavgv0H
(19)

Since the deposition efficiency includes reactor inlet conditions
well as the film growth rate, it can be used as a general per
mance index in CVD systems where film uniformity is not a m
jor concern.

Scale Analysis
It would be useful, especially in a complicated system, if w

can identify relevant parameters and infer their qualitative effe
prior to the detailed study. To this end, a scale analysis for
susceptor energy balance is carried out. This analysis is base
the assumption that the deposition performance depends prim
on the susceptor temperature, being independent of the sp
concentration. Further assuming constant properties, the en
equation for the moving susceptor can be rewritten as

~rcp!sus

]Ts

]x
5ksS ]2Ts

]x2 1
]2Ts

]y2 D (20)

where the subscripts is used to denote the susceptor. Equati
~20! is scaled as

Pe
~DTs!x

L2 ;
~DTs!x

L2 1
~DTs!y

Hs
2 (21)

This relation has two limiting cases depending on the magnit
of Pe. From the inlet and outlet boundary conditions, the horiz
tal temperature difference can be estimated as (DTs)x;Ts,max
2T0. According to the basic assumptions mentioned here, i
deduced that

h;us5
ks,ref~Ts,max2T0!

qwL
(22)

where the subscript ref designates the reference conditions
scale of vertical temperature difference can be expressed in te
of the supplied heat flux s (DTs)y;qwHs /ks . Since the analysis
procedure is straightforward, only the final results are presen
here, i.e.,

h;K21 for Pe!1 (23)

h;S21 for Pe@1 (24)

New dimensionless parametersK andS are defined, respectively
as
Transactions of the ASME
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K5
ksHs

ks,refHs,ref
(25)

S5
~rcp!susHs

ks,ref
(26)

In view of the fact that Eq.~25! is associated with the longitu
dinal conduction capability of a susceptor,K is termedconduc-
tance ratio. Although S physically represents the dimensionle
heat capacity rate of a moving susceptor, we simply call itsus-
ceptor parameter. Since the two parameters are defined in ter
of the susceptor thickness, material properties, and speed only
qualitative relations, Eqs.~23! and~24!, remain valid regardless o
the change in heat transfer between the susceptor and gas
effect of conjugate heat transfer would appear through the qu
titative dependence ofh on K andS.

Although the preceding results need confirmation, it is wo
noting their implications briefly at this stage. First of all, th
present continuous system may be characterized by the two
rameters. The susceptor Peclet number, which appears in the
ing procedure, is irrelevant to the system performance. Next
each limiting case of Pe the deposition efficiency is expresse
terms of a single parameter. Such a feature may be of prac
importance in data reduction. Finally, differently from Eq.~23!,
the deposition efficiency should approach a finite value asK ap-
proaches zero sinceh,1 by definition.

Properties. Using the dilute mixture approximation, it i
easy to evaluate both thermophysical and transport propertie
gases. Since silane is present in small fractions, properties o
mixture are taken as those of the hydrogen carrier gas. The p
erties are allowed to vary with temperature as@11,18,24,25#

r5P0MH2
/~RT! (27)

cp51.44310422.6131021T18.6731024T2 (28)

m5m0~T/T0!0.648 (29)

k5k0~T/T0!0.691 (30)

where m058.9631026 kg/ms andk051.8331021 W/mk. The
power-law dependence is also used for the binary diffusion c
ficient of SiH4–H2 mixture

D5D0~T/T0!1.70 (31)

where D056.2431025 m2/s. For a dilute mixture, the therma
diffusion coefficient can be expressed as

DT5rDav (32)

The factora is estimated using the Holstein’s approximation@26#
and curve-fitted Lennard-Jones parameters@27#.

The density of silicon is taken asrSi52330 kg/m3. In response
to the result of scale analysis, a set of reference conditions for
susceptor are chosen based on the previous work@11# as: Hs,ref

52 mm, (rcp)s,ref51.6313106 J/m3K, andks,ref5141.2 W/mK.
Noting that the actual susceptor is a composite element~of con-
veyor belt and silicon wafer!, its properties do not necessari
correspond to a specific material. The susceptor properties
have wide spectra and vary diversely with temperature depen
on the material combination. Their effects on the deposition p
cess can be assessed by a parametric study as is done in this
Those values listed here were taken for silicon at the amb
temperature as an approximation. Other numerical data used
include well-known universal constants and molecular mas
which can be found elsewhere. In view of the previous work@24#,
emissivities of the upper wall and susceptor surfaces are take
0.7 and 0.6, respectively. For the same reason as mentioned
lier, the temperature dependence of emissivity is not taken
account.
Journal of Heat Transfer
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Numerical Method. The governing equations and bounda
conditions are discretized on a nonuniform staggered grid sys
using a finite volume method. In correcting the pressure field,
approach similar to the SIMPLE algorithm@28# has been em-
ployed. As noted earlier, the same energy equation covers
combined susceptor-gas region along with individual property v
ues, yielding the conjugate temperature field. Since the spe
conservation equation is decoupled from the others under the
lute mixture approximation, it is solved after the flow and tem
perature fields have converged.

A typical grid system consists of 450 streamwise and 40 tra
verse nodes in the gas phase. The number of transverse nod
the susceptor material depends on the thickness considered.
typical case ofHs52 mm, 10 nodes are used. The grid size w
chosen by appropriate grid refinement so that the converged s
tions are independent of the grid. It is also confirmed that
numerical results are independent of other user-specified varia
such as the initial guess and convergence criteria.

Results and Discussion
A large number of simulations have been performed to inve

gate the influences of susceptor-related factors. The simul
cases are divided into four groups according to the susceptor
terial and thickness. Case A just refers to the reference conditi
Each of Cases B, C, and D designates the change inks , Hs , and
both of ks andHs , respectively, while the other variables rema
at the reference values.

Model Validation. In order to validate the present numeric
model, two sets of the predicted local growth rate of silicon fi
are compared in Fig. 2 with the well-known experimental data
Eversteyn et al.@17#. For comparative discussions, the plot al
includes two representative numerical results@11,18# that com-
monly employed two-dimensional models. A stationary, isoth
mal susceptor at 1323 K is used for this comparison to replic
the experimental conditions. The susceptor in Fig. 2 correspo
to the heating zone in Fig. 1. Hence,x85x2Le . One of the
present predictions, the solid curve, is referred to as original
cause it is obtained from the model without any change. The o
is a reference case for later discussion.

Except near the leading edge, the present simulation favor
~within 20 percent bound! agrees with the experimental data. Th
leading edge discrepancy seems to originate not from impro
modeling but from mismatch in the boundary conditions betwe
the prediction and the experiment. A steep drop in the growth
always appears in numerical predictions employing an isother

Fig. 2 Comparison of the predicted film growth rate with ex-
isting experimental data †17‡ and numerical results †11,18‡
OCTOBER 2002, Vol. 124 Õ 941
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susceptor because silane is depleted sharply from the inlet co
tion to a very low level there. The other numerical results confi
this aspect. In the experiment, the surface temperature at the
ing and trailing edges would be lower than specified, deviat
from the isothermal condition. A gradual change at the lead
edge and inflective decrease at the trailing edge in the experim
tal growth rate support this arguement.

Regardless of models, all the numerical predictions show
same qualitative trend over the susceptor length. In terms of q
titative agreement with the experiment@17#, the original curve of
the present prediction appears to be inferior to the result of M
hajan and Wei@18#, whereas superior to that of Chiu and Jalu
@11#. This observation, however, needs some explanations.
hajan and Wei@18# used a larger diffusion coefficient than E
~31! and other studies@2,3,24#, and assumed the diffusion
controlled deposition. Both of these effects are known to incre
the local growth rate. Using their diffusion coefficient in th
present model indeed yielded considerably higher growth ra
which are depicted as the reference case in Fig. 2. It is also kn
@11# that the diffusion-controlled assumption leads to faster fi
growth than the present reaction kinetics, Eq.~15!. Note that the
infinite reaction rate is just a limiting case. These facts imply t
under proper conditions, the predictions might deviate fart
from the experiment than seen here. Meanwhile, Chiu and Ja
@11# neglected thermal diffusion that acts as obstructing film de
sition in silane-hydrogen system. The inclusion of thermal dif
sion in their model may produce lower growth rates than the p
ted result. It is deduced from this discussion that the pres
model is capable of resolving the basic characteristics of sili
deposition occurring in a cold wall horizontal CVD reactor with
a reasonable tolerance.

Radiation and Conjugate Heat Transfer. In view of their
contributions, radiation and conjugate heat transfer in the pre
continuous system are addressed first. Results are obtained fo
case of a stationary susceptor. Figure 3 demonstrates the effe
emissivity on the temperature distribution along the susceptor
face. The shaded areas in Fig. 3 and plots presented from no
indicate the part of susceptor that overlies the heating zone. O
a wide band of the susceptor surface emissivity, the curves sh
similar pattern, but temperature differences among them along
heating zone are quite large. Noting that the surface tempera
directly affects the deposition rates, the large differences suffic
illustrate the importance of radiation. The radiation model c
also be used in reactor design to calculate the total heat input

Fig. 3 Effect of the susceptor surface emissivity on the tem-
perature distribution
942 Õ Vol. 124, OCTOBER 2002
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is needed to maintain a prescribed susceptor temperature. I
the subsequent simulations, the susceptor surface emissivity i
at the previously noted value of 0.6.

The role of radiation can also be understood in Fig. 4, wher
typical result of the conjugate heat transfer analysis is depic
This is the energy balance for a susceptor segment shown in
inset of Fig. 4. Four curves represent net conduction (Qk,x1Dx
2Qk,x), convection (Qc), net radiation (Qr), and heat input
(Qw), respectively. The heat input isqwDx for a segment on the
heating zone and 0 elsewhere. It is confirmed that radiation is
dominant heat transfer mode along the susceptor in the hea
zone. Two discontinuities in the net conduction curve, which
pear at the borders of the heating zone, correspond to eac
inflexion points in the temperature distribution~see Fig. 3!. Heat
conduction through a thin susceptor contributes to smoothen
horizontal temperature variation. Although convection from t
susceptor surface to the gas is much smaller than radiation, it
affect the deposition performance when gas phase reactions
included in the model.

Effect of Conductance Ratio. The scale analysis yielded
relation between the deposition efficiency and conductance r
for small Peclet numbers. Its validity and utility is examined f
S50 because a stationary susceptor best satisfies the limiting
dition of Pe!1. The local growth rates for two cases with th
same value ofK, but obtained from different combinations ofks
andHs , are compared in Fig. 5. For each ofK51/4 and 4, Case
B and C yield an identical curve despite the physical differen
between them. Such indiscernible agreements appear in all o
results, which confirm that the conductance ratio is indeed a c
acteristic parameter. On the other hand, the difference in pat
among cures that correspond to three values ofK indicates that the
conductance ratio may affect the overall deposition behavior.

Figure 6 delineates the stationary deposition efficiency ca
lated over a wide range ofK and for as many combinations ofks
and Hs as possible. Cases B, C, and D with the sameK are
reduced to a single value ofhst , within a bound of numerical
truncation. Although thehst curve does not fit the scale relation
Eq. ~23!, the two results show a similar trend in that they decre
toward zero asK increases. At small values ofK, however, the
curve deviates far from the relation, as noted before. With
creasing the conductance ratio, the curve approaches asym
cally to the deposition efficiency forK→0. Noting that that varia-
tion of hst is steep in a narrow band ofK ~e.g., 0.1,hst,0.5 for
1,K,10!, the overall deposition performance may depe

Fig. 4 A typical result of the conjugate heat transfer analysis:
heat transport modes for a susceptor segment
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strongly on the selection of susceptor. From Figs. 5 and 6, al
with Eq. ~23!, it is evident that the conductance ratio is the on
parameter representing a stationary system.

Although not shown here, the susceptor temperature over
heating zone, which primarily affects the deposition rate,
creases with increasingK, leading to the pattern of Fig. 6. Th
hst2K plot can be used either to estimate the deposition e
ciency for a given susceptor or to select the susceptor materia
thickness that meet a prescribed performance criterion.

Susceptor Speed. In the present continuous system, the su
ceptor speed is of fundamental importance. The deposition
ciency is readily expected to decrease as the speed increas
order to quantify the effect of susceptor speed,h is plotted as a
function ofus in Fig. 7 for the same values ofK and combinations
of ks andHs as in Fig. 5. Regardless of the value ofK, all curves
show a similar pattern. Asus increases,h is at first constant, then
decreases gradually, and finally decreases sharply, approa
smoothly to zero. In the region of largeus , on the other hand, the
behavior ofh is affected by both the value ofK and the combi-
nation of properties used to obtain a given value. The rela
betweenh and us is independent ofks , but dependent onHs .
Such dependence is consistent with the results of scale ana

Fig. 5 Spatial variations of the film growth rate for different
values and combinations of conductance ratio

Fig. 6 Dependence of the stationary deposition efficiency on
conductance ratio
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Eqs.~24! and~26!, which enable us to deduce that the depositi
efficiency can be characterized by the susceptor parameter o

When the speedus is converted into the susceptor parameteS
according to the definition given in Eq.~26!, the efficiency curves
with the same value ofK nearly coincide with each other. Th
curves for different values ofK disagree with one another due t
the difference inhst . This problem can be resolved by normali
ing h by hst . Figure 8 depicts the reduced result, i.e., the relat
between the normalized efficiency and susceptor parameter
which the data are taken from Fig. 7. Although each set of d
differs a little from one another, the deviations seem to be sm
enough to call the result a single curve. Additional calculations
the wide range ofK ~as in Fig. 6! and various combinations o
(rcp)sus yield the same curve. A decrease inh/hst over the re-
gion of largeS, where Pe!1, qualitatively agrees with the scal
relation, Eq. ~24!. From an engineering viewpoint, this curv
along with Fig. 6 can be used for susceptor design. Under
present conditions, the deposition efficiency is readily obtain
for any combinations of susceptor material, thickness, and sp
through a simple procedure. OnceK and S are known,hst and
h/hst can be read in Figs. 6 and 8, respectively. Multiplying the
produces the requiredh. Therefore, with these plots, we can avo

Fig. 7 Dependence of the deposition efficiency on the suscep-
tor speed for different values and combinations of conduc-
tance ratio

Fig. 8 Dependence of the normalized deposition efficiency on
susceptor parameter
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design conditions that result in low efficiencies. In this sense,
two curves comprise performance curves for the present con
ous system.

The effect of susceptor speed on the local behavior is bri
reported here. Figure 9 presents the temperature distribut
along the susceptor surface for five values ofS. With increasingS
~or equivalentus!, a high temperature band narrows, the ma
mum value lowers and shifts downstream toward the end of h
ing zone, and the profile eventually becomes linear. Heat c
veyed by the susceptor movement is responsible for th
changes, which in turn leads to the trends seen in Fig. 8. I
unlikely that a value ofS higher than 0.1 will be adopted in th
design of practical systems.

Length of Heating Zone. For a given total heat input, the
length of heating zone directly affects the temperature profile
to qw5Qt /Lh . The effect on the deposition performance for re
resentative values ofK andS is investigated. Figure 10 illustrate
the dependence ofhst on Lh at four selected values ofK for S
50. For eachK, there exists an optimum length of heating zo
that maximizes the deposition efficiency. The reason is clear w
we consider two limiting cases:Lh→0 andLh→L. WhenLh is
short, the susceptor temperature on the heating zone tends t
high due to intensive heating, which in turn induces a large ra

Fig. 9 Effect of susceptor parameter on the temperature dis-
tribution along the susceptor surface

Fig. 10 Stationary deposition efficiency as a function of heat-
ing zone length at four selected values of conductance ratio
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tive loss from the surface. Although the temperature is still hi
the average deposition rate becomes low because of a short d
sition length. WhenLh is long, the susceptor temperature becom
low, thereby heat losses being reduced. Such moderate tem
ture is ineffective for chemical reaction, decreasing the deposi
efficiency. The optimum lengthLh,opt shortens asK increases.
Conduction through the susceptor is enhanced with increasinK,
so that intensive heating is more effective for raising the surf
temperature high enough for deposition. If conduction is s
pressed with decreasingK, extensive heating yields a longer e
fective deposition length. A shortLh along with smallK leads to a
large radiative loss. This is whyhst for a smallK decreases more
sharply from the maximum on the shortLh side than on the large
one.

Another result is the dependence ofh on Lh at represent-
ative values ofS for K51, as depicted in Fig. 11. The overa
picture looks similar to Fig. 10. Each curve shows an increasi
decreasing pattern, encompassing the local maximum point.
optimum length of the heating zone also shortens asS increases.
The influence ofS on Lh,opt, however, is caused by a differen
mechanism from that ofK. With increasingS, the width of the
susceptor at high temperature narrows and the surface temper
decreases~see Fig. 9!. This means that more intensive heating
needed to raise the temperature high enough for deposition.
worth noting that the variation band ofLh,opt in both of Figs. 10
and 11 is relatively narrow. The valueLh50.3 m used so far is
close toLh,opt for a wide range ofK andS. Because of the convex
shape of the efficiency curve, a single value ofh, other than at the
maximum, corresponds to two different lengths: one is shor
and the other longer thanLh,opt. The shorter one is preferabl
because a smaller reactor is desirable. Other factors, such a
crostructure of deposited film, conveyor drive system, and wa
loading, should be taken into account in the actual design.

In summary, the dependence of deposition performance on
length of heating zone stems from how the supplied heat is
tributed along the susceptor and transported to the surround
Since the parametersK andSaffect the distribution and transpor
the efficiency curve depends on both of them. It is obvious t
the radiation and conjugate heat transfer play key roles in qua
fying such effects in deposition characteristics.

Conclusions
A systematic study has been carried out to investigate the

formance characteristics of continuous chemical vapor depos
of silicon in a horizontal cold wall reactor, in which the ma
focus is placed on a moving finite thickness susceptor. The

Fig. 11 Deposition efficiency as a function of heating zone
length at four selected values of susceptor parameter
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merical model used for simulation accounts for temperatu
dependent properties, thermal diffusion, radiation among surfa
and conjugate heat transfer between the susceptor and gas
validity and capability of the model have been confirmed by
reasonably good agreement between the predicted result
available experimental data, and a fine resolution of the coup
heat transfer. Scale analysis for the moving susceptor yield
characteristic parameters and a pair of qualitative relations, w
prove to be useful for understanding the deposition behavior
analyzing the predicted data.

When the susceptor is motionless, the stationary deposition
ficiency is determined by the conductance ratio only. The e
ciency curve monotonically decreases that for the thin susce
limit to zero as the conductance ratio increases. When the sus
tor is in motion, the deposition efficiency, normalized by the va
under stationary state conditions, is a function of the susce
parameter only. With increasing the susceptor parameter~or
speed!, the normalized efficiency curve remains almost unity a
then decreases sharply toward zero. This variation demonst
the feasibility of continuous processing in that the susceptor
move up to considerable speed without sacrificing deposition
ficiency. Since these two curves represent the performance c
acteristics of a continuous system, they can be used to deter
the susceptor material, thickness, or moving speed in the desig
practical systems. Finally, an optimum length of heating zone
maximizes the deposition efficiency always exists under a fi
total heat input and depends on the characteristic parameters
justing the length of the heating zone, along with the use of
performance curves, can play an important role in improving
deposition efficiency of continuous CVD systems.
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Nomenclature

A1 5 constant in Eq.~15!, A151.753103 atm21

A2 5 constant in Eq.~15!, A254.003104 atm21

a 5 thermal diffusion factor
cp 5 specific heat
D 5 binary diffusion coefficient

DT 5 thermal diffusion coefficient
F 5 configuration factor
G 5 local film growth rate
Ḡ 5 average growth rate,1L *0

LG(x)dx
g 5 magnitude of gravitational acceleration
H 5 height of reactor

Hs 5 susceptor thickness
K 5 conductance ratio
k 5 thermal conductivity
L 5 reacator length

Le , Lh , Lo5 length of entrance, heating, and outlet zones
M 5 molecular mass
N 5 number of control volumes in thex-direction
P 5 pressure

Pi 5 partial pressure of speciesi
Pe 5 Peclet number, (rcp)susL/ks
Q 5 heat transfer rate
q 5 heat flux

qo 5 radiosity
R 5 universal gas constant
R 5 chemical reaction rate
r 5 reaction rate constant
S 5 susceptor parameter or source term
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T 5 temperature
u,v 5 velocity components inx, y-directions

uavg 5 average gas velocity at the inlet
x, y 5 coordinates

Greek Letters

« 5 emissivity
f 5 stands foru, v, T, andv
h 5 deposition efficiency
m 5 viscosity
r 5 density
s 5 Stefan-Boltzmann constant
u 5 dimensionless temperature
v 5 mass fraction of silane

Subscripts

0 5 inlet or reference state
c 5 convection
k 5 conduction
r 5 radiation

ref 5 reference conditions
ss 5 susceptor surface
st 5 stationary susceptor
t 5 total

w 5 bottom wall
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